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CONFIDENTIAL

A global strategic intelligence firm 

specializing in agri-food.

Driven by the core belief that the success of 

agri-food is essential to national security, we blend 

military intelligence techniques and cutting-edge 

market research to discover:

• What’s really happening in your marketplace. 

• What’s going to happen in the future.

• What you can do to ensure organizational success.
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FUSION  



YES … that White House …



Trigger Warning:

A statement cautioning that content 
(as in text, video, or class) may be 
disturbing or upsetting.

Merriam-Webster Dictionary



Josh Tetrick

“Food, guys, is a broken 

system…Food is broken 

through and through.”

CEO of Just, Inc.



Dr. Raj Patel

“The industry that [has] killed 

more people than any other was 

agribusiness…There’s a death toll 

associated with this cheap food, which 

the food industry knows all too well.”

Research Professor at Texas LBJ



Paul Polman

“Our food system is 

broken, and here is 

how we fix it.”

Former Chair, Food and Land Use Coalition
International Chamber of Commerce



Dr. Jyotsna Puri

“It is clear we need a revolution of 

our food systems … A change so 

dramatic that previous versions of 

food systems are unrecognizable.”

Associate VP of IFAD 
(The UN’s International Fund for Agricultural Development)
(Now with the Green Climate Fund)





Mark Bittman
Guest at the Aspen International Ideas Festival 
in 2022



The food system is so broken…

“The federal government shouldn’t be 

trying to salvage our broken 

food system – we need a new one.”

AJ Albrecht

Mercy for Animals

(Who also happens to chair an Animal Law Committee 

for the American Bar Association)



It’s not just people…

“Our food system is broken.”

Food Tank

“Our broken farm subsidy system encourages 

over production of the wrong food.”

EWG

“It’s not what you’re eating, it’s what you’re being fed.”

Pennington Biomedical Research Center



Even AI (sometimes) thinks it’s broken…



“Ag Humpty Dumptyism”

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.

All the kings horses, and all the kings men,

Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Photo: Alamy



It’s maddening!

• It’s absurd

• It’s ridiculous

• It’s complete “poppycock”



U.S. agricultural output, inputs, and total factor productivity

2.7 x 1948 level





United States, gross value-added*

Per hour worked, 1947=100



Soybean Yield

United States



Corn Yield

United States



Share of disposable personal income spent on food in the United States

1961–2021



Global Malnutrition 



Global Per Capita Meat Consumption 



Global Per Capita Meat Consumption  (2023 projection)



Nominal Price is Getting all the (Unwanted) Attention 

Source:  Dr. Michael Swanson, Wells Fargo 



Nominal Price is Getting all the (Unwanted) Attention 



But price = What you give up to get it

Source:  Dr. Michael Swanson, Wells Fargo 



“Two Guys
on a Bus”









The food 

system 

is broken!

The food 

system 

is awesome!





We normally stop there.
But seriously, “how can this be?”

- Opinion by proxy?

- Not rural versus urban

- Not older versus younger

- Not Republican versus Democrat

- It’s actually “Outsiders” versus “Insiders”

- To put it differently, it’s “farmers” versus “foodies”



Insiders versus Outsiders

Farmers Foodies

Impressive contribution to society Run a broken system

Treat workers & animals with 
dignity and respect

Everyone in the system except “big 
ag” is being exploited

Sustainable by nature Need to be “monitored” or “scored”



Where are the outsiders 
exerting meaningful influence?

How?

Why are they gaining ground?

- Marketplace

- Investment Community

- Politically

- Legal

- International

- Media

- Leveraging Culture





Today’s spotlight:

• Outside investment

• Political advantages dissipating 

• Lawyers

• Culture



Money
Money 
Money 



15-25
Years Ago

Consumer 
Influence

5-15
Years Ago

Retailer 
Influence

Present

Investor 
Influence



“Outside” 
Investment in Ag

 The irony of greater dependence 

on people who understand less 

and less about production 

agriculture.

 “Hello, I’m from the outside 

investment world … and I’m here 

to help.”

 ESG (credentialing, SEC interest)



So What?  

 Tim Hammerich observation.

 A need for “Wall Street Lobbyists”?  

And more of this:

We need less of this:



Political 
Reckoning 



Williams Jennings Bryan

- Ran for President in 1896

- One of the oldest orators in American 

political history

- Lost the 1896 election



“Burn down your cities and leave our farms, and your 

cities will spring up again as if by magic. 

But destroy our farms and the grass will grow 

in the streets of every city in the country.

Williams Jennings Bryan



Ag’s Political Prowess Shrinking?

“I could teach anybody … to be 

a farmer.  It’s a process.

You dig a hole,

you put seed in,

you put dirt on top, 

add water, 

up comes the corn.”



Elected Officials

“The American food system is broken, 

and it is killing us.”

“The American food system is working against 

nearly everyone it touches – it is hurting urban 

communities and rural communities; farmers and 

farm workers. And it is deeply dangerous to our most 

vulnerable communities.”

Senator Cory Booker



By the numbers:

 1953:  ~ 15-20% of the 

members of Congress 

were agrarians

 2020:  ~ <5%



Let’s (DON’T) talk about the Farm Bill!



Legal 
Forces



Lawyers…and Other Legal Threats



Let’s Ask 
the Lawyers

Laurie Beyranevand

- Director, the Center for Agricultural and Food Systems at 
Vermont Law School

- A member of the Food and Drug Law Institute

- A member of Georgetown Law School’s Food and Drug Law 
Journal Editorial Advisory Board

- Chair Elect of the Food Law Section of the American Association 
of Law Schools

Emily Broad Leib

- Professor, Harvard Law School

- Founder of Harvard’s Food Law and Policy Clinic



Laurie
Beyranevand

and 

Emily
Broad Leib

“The food system fails to meet our 

nation’s most important and 

basic needs in a variety of ways.”

“Soaring rates of food insecurity, the 

exploitation of food workers, massive 

volumes of food waste, widespread 

nutritional deficiencies leading to 

alarming rates of diet related disease, the 

challenging economics of farming and 

disproportionate harm to underserved and 

Black, Indigenous and people of color 

(BIPOC) communities – all of these existed at 

near-crisis levels before the coronavirus first 

infected a single human.”



Vermont Law School



Vermont Law School













Today’s law student loves it!  



Public Justice – Go Read it for Yourself



Public Justice Rebrand …

FarmSTAND is the only legal project 

in the country dedicated solely to 

taking on industrial animal 

agriculture.

We’re focused on dismantling the structures 

that enable the consolidation of corporate 

power and extractive practices in our food 

system and we support a vision of animal 

agriculture that is regenerative, humane, and 

owned by independent farmers. 





Significant funding



Back to Public Justice

How can the legal community support the 

kind of organizing you’re involved in?

The legal work is a tool in the toolbox of a 

broader vision of what we want to see happen. 

There are certain times when strategic 

litigation can advance a campaign or long-term 

goal. …



Cultural
Underpinnings



Individualism

- The 1800s, 1900s, 
and 2000s

- Selfishness:  “Make 
everyone pay what I pay.”

- Lack of Objectivity:  “It’s true 
to me!”



Consumption 
vs. Production

• Efficiency = rise of private 
space and private time

• 1.6M packages/day

• What’s next?  



Search for Purpose

“I need a cause!”



In sum …

Outside forces are shaping the system

Most of their assumptions are wrong

They capitalize on cultural trends

So why does all of this matter?  



By Abbasi786786 - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=116777471

In 2020, in the United States, the poverty threshold for a 

single person under 65 was an annual income of US$12,760, or 

about $35 per day. 

The threshold for a family group of four, including two 

children, was US$26,200, about $72 per day.

According to the US Census Bureau's American 

Community Survey 2018 One-year Estimates, 13.1% of 

Americans lived below the poverty line.



Remember why it matters…



An Attitude of Gratitude…

“No food. One problem.

Have food. Many Problems.”

Old Chinese Proverb?

Thank Norman Borlaug



The “to do” list

 Be honest.

 Compete.

 That does not mean telling our story to ourselves!

 Prepare.

 Horizontal leadership across the industry.

 Remember why it matters.  
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